is paper presents a simplified model for dynamic response analysis of the framed self-centering wall (FSCW) structure under seismic excitations. In the analysis model, the frame is equivalent as a single-degree-of-freedom system and collaborates with the self-centering (SC) wall to resist lateral loads. By way of pushover analysis of a typical FSCW structure, the proposed analysis model is validated by comparing the analysis results with those obtained from the finite element analysis method. Using the analysis model, motion equations of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations are established and solved through numerical simulations. Finally, a comprehensive parametric study is conducted to investigate the effects of a variety of design parameters on seismic responses of the FSCW structure. It shows that improving the yield force or elastic stiffness of the frame can help greatly lessen seismic responses of the FSCW structure in terms of the rotation angle of the SC wall.
Introduction
In recent decades, the self-centering (SC) structures have attracted a lot of attention from the earthquake engineering community. After strong ground shaking, they undergo almost no residual deformation and can resume normal service with little or no rehabilitation. Several types of SC structural systems have been proposed, such as SC wall structures, SC frame structures, and SC braced frame structures. As a typical SC structure, the SC wall is mainly composed of three parts: wall, posttensioned (PT) tendons, and dampers. It gains the self-centering ability usually by making use of the gap-opening behavior of the horizontal connections at the base or along the height of the wall [1] .
Extensive studies have been conducted on the dynamic behavior or seismic performance of the SC wall by theoretical, numerical, and experimental methodologies. Two types of analysis models, i.e., the rigid body model and finite element (FE) model, have been proposed in the theoretical or numerical investigations. For the former one, the SC wall is treated as a rigid body, the PT tendon is represented by an elastic spring, and the dampers are simulated by elastoplastic springs [2] . Using this model as well as referring to the work concerning rocking response analysis of the rigid block under ground motions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , Hu et al. [8] investigated rocking responses of the SC wall under seismic excitations. Differently, for the FE model, the wall is simulated by fiber beam-column elements [9, 10] or diagonal struts [11, 12] , while the rocking behavior at the base is simulated by a group of contact springs. In addition to the above studies, some scholars investigated experimentally or numerically the seismic performance of the SC precast concrete walls [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and SC confined masonry walls [11, 12] . e research outcomes generally demonstrate that the SC wall exhibits minor damage with little or no residual displacements under cyclic loading or seismic excitations. Moreover, the addition of dampers can substantially enhance the energy dissipation capacity of the SC wall.
Recently, the framed self-centering wall (FSCW) structure has emerged by combining the SC wall with the frame. Two types of FSCW structures are mainly concerned, i.e., one adopting the rocking wall [23] [24] [25] [26] and the other one adopting the stepping wall [27] [28] [29] , as shown in Figure 1 . For the latter one, only a few studies have been carried out on its seismic performance mainly through the numerical analysis method. For example, Ajrab et al. [27] performed nonlinear time-history analyses of the FSCW structure equipped with additional PT tendons and dampers. e results show that the interstory drifts of the FSCW structure are more uniform than those of the framed fixed-based wall structure. In addition, Zibaei and Mokari [28] conducted a comparative study on seismic performance of RC frames, RC frames with shear wall, and RC frames with controlled rocking wall by means of pushover analysis. e results show that, for the RC frames with rocking wall system, not only plastic hinge formation and interstory drifts are well distributed, but also energy dissipation and displacement ductility are increased. Besides, Hu et al. [29] compared seismic responses of the RC frame before and after retrofitted by SC walls through nonlinear time-history analysis. It shows that the SC wall can effectively reduce seismic responses of the original RC frame structure while incurring little or no residual deformation. More recently, Grigorian et al. [30] proposed a methodology for developing earthquake-resilient structures by introducing a rocking core-moment frame as the lateral resisting component of a gravity-resisting structure that is detailed to recenter while sustaining large lateral deformations.
From the above literature review, it can be seen that the limited studies regarding the FSCW structure usually involve nonlinear FE analysis. It may be time-consuming especially in case of analyzing the complex structure. Furthermore, there are still uncertainties in establishing the FE model, for example, how to determine the contact parameters to realistically replicate the gap-opening behavior of the connections. In view of these issues, this paper is mainly aimed to develop a simplified analysis model of the FSCW structure under lateral loading. After validated by the FE analysis method, this model is further employed to establish motion equations of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations. By means of numerical simulation, seismic responses of the FSCW structure are obtained. Finally, a comprehensive parametric study is carried out to investigate the influences of a variety of design parameters, which mainly include those concerning the PT tendon, the dampers and the frame, on seismic responses of the FSCW structure. Figure 2 (a), the FSCW structure mainly comprises three parts: the SC wall, the frame, and the linking beam. In this study, only the moment frame is considered. It is assumed that these three components are lumped in the plane along the loading direction, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Furthermore, the PT tendon is supposed to be installed vertically along the center line of the SC wall, and the dampers are placed at two ends of the bottom of the wall. Since the frame can be represented as a multi-degree-offreedom (MDOF) system, a general analysis model of the FSCW structure can thus be formed as seen in Figures 2(c)-2(d). Depending on whether the constraints between the linking beam and the SC wall are considered or not, the analysis model can be categorized into two types, i.e., the pin-jointed system (Figure 2(c) ) and the rigid-jointed system (Figure 2(d) ). In the figures, h, b, and l represent the height, the width, and the diagonal length of the SC wall, respectively, with α being the angle between the wall diagonal and height. In addition, k j and h j are the stiffness and the height relative to the ground of the jth (j � 1, . . ., n) storey of the frame, respectively, where n is the number of storeys.
Simplified Analysis Model of FSCW Structures

General Analysis Model. As illustrated in
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Formulation of the Simplified Model.
According to the displacement-based seismic design philosophy [31, 32] , the MDOF system can be equivalent as a single-degree-offreedom (SDOF) system, as shown in Figure 3 , where m j , F j , and δ j denote the mass, horizontal force, and lateral displacement of the jth storey of the MDOF system. e parameters concerning the equivalent SDOF system are determined as follows: 2 Shock and Vibration
where h eq , m eq , and δ eq represent the equivalent height, equivalent mass, and equivalent displacement of the SDOF system, respectively. By converting the MDOF system into a SDOF system (Figure 3) , the general analysis model of the FSCW structure (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)) can be further simplified as shown in Figure 4 . Furthermore, considering that the lateral displacement curve of the frame is approximately linear along the height [27] [28] [29] , we can have
where θ represents the storey drift which is constant along the height of the frame. ereby, for the nth storey, it has
Substituting equations (2) and (3) in equations (1a)-(1c) can yield
From the above equations, it can be clearly seen that h eq , m eq , and δ eq regarding the equivalent SDOF system rely only on the values of h j , m j (j � 1, . . ., n), and δ n corresponding to the original MDOF system.
Nonlinear Analysis Parameters of the Frame.
To conduct nonlinear analysis of the FSCW structure under lateral loading, the nonlinear behavior of the frame needs to be explicitly taken into account. For simplification purpose, the hysteresis model of the frame is assumed to be bilinear as shown in Figure 5 , where k f , f yf , and η represents the elastic stiffness, the yield force, and the postyield stiffness coefficient of the frame. Actually, the bilinear hysteresis is usually adopted to represent the general structural behavior especially for the SDOF system irrespective of the materials involved.
In order to obtain nonlinear parameters of the frame, the following procedures can be implemented: (1) Conduct pushover analysis of the frame and obtain the capacity curve, i.e., the base shear vs. top displacement curve, as shown in Figure 6 (a). Although various lateral load patterns, such as the inverted triangular load, uniform load, or concentrated load, can be considered in pushover analysis, the one that makes the lateral displacement approximately linear along the height is recommended here. (2) Convert the capacity curve into the force vs. displacement curve corresponding to the equivalent SDOF system, as shown in Figure 6 
Verification of the Proposed Analysis Model
Details of the Analyzed FSCW Structure.
A representative six-storey concrete FSCW structure is analyzed in this section. Figure 7 gives the geometry dimensions and reinforcement details of the FSCW structure. In addition, the thickness of the SC wall is 240 mm.
e compressive strength and elastic modulus of the concrete are 30 MPa and 3.0 × 10 4 MPa, respectively. e yield strength and elastic modulus of the longitudinal rebars in the frame and the linking beams are 400 MPa and 2 × 10 5 MPa, respectively. e PT tendon with an effective radius of 10.8 mm is arranged along the center line of the wall.
e elastic modulus of the tendon and its initial stress are 2 × 10 5 MPa and 139.5 MPa, respectively. For the dampers, the yield force and elastic stiffness are set to be 100 kN and 45 kN/mm, respectively.
FE Modeling of the FSCW Structure.
In this section, two different FE models of the FSCW structure are established in the software ABAQUS [33] : one involves the original FSCW structure, and another one uses the proposed simplified analysis model. Figure 8 (a) shows the overall FE model of the original FSCW structure.
General FE Model.
e SC wall is modeled by the shell element S4R, and its material is set to be elastic since the wall usually exhibits minor or no damage during lateral loading. e foundation is simulated by the solid element C3D8R, and its material is also set to be elastic. Note that the uplift of the foundation may occur due to the compliance effects of the underlying material and have a great impact on the rocking behavior of the SC wall; however, it is beyond the scope of this study and thus neglected here. e interaction between the SC wall and the foundation is considered by defining the surface-to-surface contact, as shown in Figure 8 (b). e dampers are simulated by axial connectors, and the elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive relation is adopted. Besides, the PT tendon is simulated by the beam element B31 with one end tied to the top of the wall and another one anchored directly to the foundation, and its material is also set to be elastic. e frame and the linking beams are modeled using the beam element B31. e concrete constitutive relation shown in Figure 8 (c), which ignores its tensile strength [34] , is used here. By way of the user material subroutine [33] , the above concrete constitutive relation is programmed into ABAQUS.
e longitudinal rebars are simulated by adding the keyword * rebar in the input file, and the elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive relation is adopted.
It is worth noting that the connection between the SC wall and the linking beam needs to be modeled properly according to the type of the FSCW structure. For the rigidjointed system, the SC wall and the linking beams are directly merged where they intersect; for the pin-jointed system, the above merging operation is first conducted and then the keyword * release is used to release the constraints between the SC wall and the linking beams. Figure 9 gives the simplified FE model of the FSCW structure, where the frame is represented by an equivalent SDOF system and simulated by a translator connector. To obtain nonlinear analysis parameters of the frame, pushover analysis of the frame is first carried out, and the resulted capacity curve is shown in Figure 10 . Following the procedure stated in Section 2.2.2, the parameters of the SDOF system can be obtained as follows: m eq � 4.73 × 10 4 kg, h eq � 12.8 m, k f � 4375 kN/m, f yf � 400 kN, and η � 0.1.
Simplified FE Model.
Comparison between the Analysis Results.
Utilizing the above two FE models, pushover analyses of the FSCW structure are conducted, respectively. To save space, only pin-jointed connection between the linking beam and the SC wall is considered here. In addition, it is supposed that the concentrated force is applied laterally on the top of the SC wall. Figure 11 shows the capacity curves obtained using the two models. It can be seen that on the whole, the two curves are close especially during the elastic stage. Beyond the elastic stage, although obvious difference can be observed, the maximum errors between the base shears obtained from the two models are less than 11%. e errors may mainly originate from the inaccuracy of the parameters related to the equivalent SDOF system. By adjusting these parameters, better matches between the results obtained from the two models can be available. erefore, it can be concluded to some extent that the proposed simplified analysis model of the FSCW structure is capable of approximately capturing the nonlinear behavior of the FSCW structure under lateral loading, while having the appealing advantage of simplicity.
Dynamic Response Analysis of the FSCW Structure
In this section, the above simplified analysis model is further utilized to establish motion equations of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations. Without loss of generality, only the pin-jointed system shown in Figure 4 (a) is taken into account. Based on the motion equations, the numerical simulation model is constructed using the MATLAB/ Simulink software, and the dynamic responses are obtained.
Motion Equations of the FSCW Structure.
e SC wall of the FSCW structure is treated as a rigid body, which is widely used in the previous relevant studies and has been verified by some experiments (e.g., among others, [21, 22] ). In addition, it is supposed that the SC wall only rotates about points O or O′ without sliding under seismic excitations, as shown in Figures 12(a) and 13(a) . In the two figures, θ is the rotation angle of the SC wall, which is assumed to be positive for the wall rotating about point O and negative in case of rotating about O′. Besides, the damping associated with the system is neglected for simplification.
Rotating about O′.
When the SC wall rotates about point O′, as shown in Figure 12 Shock and Vibration
where M I and F It are the inertial moment and the tangential inertial force of the SC wall, respectively; m is the mass of the wall; F p is the force in the PT tendon;
is the restoring force of the right damper, where x 1 is the displacement of the damper and _ x 1 is the corresponding velocity; and P(d, _ d) is the lateral force interacting between the SC wall and the frame, where d is the lateral displacement of the frame and _ d is the corresponding velocity.
It is worth noting that only the lateral displacement of the linking beam end connected to the SC wall is considered to facilitate the above formulation. It is approximately valid in case of small rotation of the SC wall as well as considering that the width of the wall is usually smaller than its height. Under this circumstance, the linking beam primarily plays a role of delivering the lateral force between the SC wall and the frame. In addition, the hypothesis that the SC wall rocks about its tips, which arises from the aforementioned rigid body assumption, may seem to be unrealistic as reported in some references (see, among others, [35] ). Although some modi cations to this assumption considering real conditions may yield more precise or meaningful results, it is beyond the scope of this study and can be further investigated in the future.
As shown in Figure 12 (a), the tangential inertial force and the inertial moment of the SC wall can be determined as
where I cg is the moment of inertia of the wall about its centroid, I cg (1/12)ml 2 . In addition, using the geometry relation, the force F p in the PT tendon can be easily obtained as
where F p0 and k p are the initial force and the elastic sti ness of the tendon, respectively. As shown in Figure 12 (b), the horizontal force applied on the frame can be obtained as
where
is the restoring force of the frame. Substituting equations (6)-(9) in equation (5), we can have Figure 11 : Capacity curves of the FSCW structure obtained using the two models.
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where I 0 is the moment of inertia of the wall about point O′,
Rotating about O.
When the SC wall rotates about point O, as shown in Figure 13 (a), the following moment equilibrium equation can be established similarly:
is the restoring force of the left damper, x 2 is the displacement of the damper, and _ x 2 is the corresponding velocity. Under this circumstance, equations (6)-(9) turn into
respectively. From equations (11)- (15), we can have
Equations (10) and (16) can be combined into the following compact form:
where sgn(.) is the sign function, and ε(.) is the unit step function as follows:
Equation (17) gives the basic equation governing dynamic responses of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations.
Mathematical Description of the Hysteresis.
From equation (17), it can be seen that the restoring forces of the dampers and frame, i.e., f 1 (
, need to be expressed explicitly so as to obtain the solution. Again, a bilinear hysteresis shown in Figure 5 is adopted for the frame, and the elastic-perfectly plastic hysteresis is used for the damper.
Note that the elastic-perfectly plastic hysteresis can be seen as a special bilinear hysteresis provided that the postyield stiffness is set to zero. For the bilinear hysteresis illustrated in Figure 14 , where f y , x y , k s , and η represent the yield force, the yield displacement, the elastic stiffness, and the postyield stiffness coefficient, respectively, the restoring force can be written mathematically as follows [36] :
where z is the hysteresis displacement. For the dampers, when the wall rotates about point O′, the displacements of the two dampers are
When the wall rotates about point O, the displacements turn into
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For the frame, the following expression is approximately valid:
4.3. Consideration of the Impact. When the SC wall returns to the original position, i.e. θ � 0, an impact between the wall and the ground occurs. It is assumed that the rotation of the wall changes continuously during the impact. According to the principle of conservation of moment of momentum, the relationship between the angular velocity of the SC wall before and after impact can be determined approximately as follows [5] :
where _ θ 1 and _ θ 2 are the angular velocity of the wall before and after the impact, respectively. From the above equation, it can be derived that
where k is the ratio between the angular velocity of the SC wall after and before the impact. Note that k is generally smaller than 1.0 since energy is always dissipated during the impact.
Numerical Simulation.
e above sections present the complete description of dynamic behavior of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations. Due to its highly nonlinear nature, the MATLAB/Simulink software is employed here to obtain the numerical solutions [37] . e Simulink model is built as shown schematically in Figure 15 . A total of eight subsystems or modules, i.e., the ground excitation module, the SC wall subsystem, the PT tendon subsystem, the frame subsystem, the damper subsystem, two integrator modules, and the output module, are involved in the model. e ground excitation module is used to input the seismic excitations.
e main parameters related to the subsystems include: (i) b, h, and m (the SC wall subsystem), (ii) F p0 and k p (the PT tendon subsystem), (iii) f yf , k f , and η (the frame subsystem), and (iv) f y and k d (the damper subsystem).
e Integration 1 module is responsible to simulate the impact between the SC wall and the ground by modifying the angular velocity after the impact through the Gain module. For the integration modules, the solver type is chosen to be ode23tb (stiff/TR-BDF2) [37] , the time interval is set to be variable and the relative tolerance is set to be 0.001. e established Simulink model is further applied to analyze seismic responses of the FSCW structure with the same parameters as given in Section 3.2.2. e EL Centro record shown in Figure 16 is selected as the ground excitation, and its peak value is adjusted to 510 cm/s 2 [38] . e dynamic responses of the FSCW structure, including the time-history curve of the rotation angle of the wall and hysteresis curves of the dampers and the frame, are obtained and plotted in Figures 17(a)-17(d) , respectively. It can be seen that the hysteresis of the dampers is elastic-perfectly plastic, and one of the frames is bilinear, showing that the results can properly replicate the hysteresis characteristics of the FSCW structure. erefore, the Simulink model can be used approximately to predict dynamic responses of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations.
Parametric Study
In this section, a comprehensive parametric study is conducted using the above Simulink model to investigate the influence of a variety of design parameters on dynamic responses of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations.
e rotation angle of the SC wall is selected to represent dynamic responses of the FSCW structure, since it can approximately give some other responses, such as the lateral displacement of the frame (equation (22)).
Ground Motion Records.
A total of seven earthquake records, which include six real earthquake records and an artificial one designated as EQ01-EQ07, respectively, are employed here to conduct the time-history analysis. e properties related to the selected earthquake records are summarized and listed in Table 1 . Again, all the records are scaled to have a peak value of 510 cm/s 2 [38] .
Parameter Values Involved in is Study
. Six independent design parameters are taken into account, which include the initial force and elastic stiffness of the PT tendon, the yield force and elastic stiffness of the damper, and the yield force and elastic stiffness of the frame. e parameter values involved in this study are listed in Table 2 , while the other parameters have the same values as in Section 3.2.2.
Results and Discussions
Effect of Parameters concerning the PT Tendon.
To investigate the effect of the parameters regarding the PT tendon on seismic responses of the FSCW structure, the parametric analyses are conducted with the values of F p0 and k p altered according to Figures 18(a) and 18(b) show the maximum rotation angle of the SC wall averaging over the selected records for various values of F p0 and k p , respectively. In the two cases, k p and F p0 are set as 39.32 kN/mm and 508.08 kN, respectively. It can be seen that the maximum rotation angle of the SC wall decreases obviously with the increase of F p0 while changing little with the increase of k p . erefore, improving the initial force of the PT tendon has a beneficial effect on restraining seismic responses of the FSCW structure in terms of the rotation angle of the SC wall, while the elastic stiffness of the PT tendon has little effect.
Effect of Parameters concerning the Dampers.
In the parametric analyses regarding the dampers, the values of F y and k d are changed according to 20(b) show the maximum rotation angle of the SC wall averaging over the selected records for various values of f yf and k f , respectively. For the two cases, the values of k f and f yf are set as 47 kN/mm and 500 kN, respectively. It can be seen that the maximum rotation angle of the SC wall falls abruptly as f yf or k f increases. For example, as f yf changes from 300 kN to 700 kN, the maximum rotation angle drops by about 40.80%. erefore, increasing the yield force or the elastic stiffness of the frame can remarkably reduce seismic responses of the FSCW structure in terms of the rotation angle of the SC wall.
Conclusions
In this paper, a simplified analysis model of the FSCW structure is first proposed. After validated by the FE analysis method, the model is further utilized to establish motion equations of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations. By way of numerical simulation, seismic responses of the FSCW structure are obtained. Finally, a comprehensive parametric study is conducted to study the influence of a variety of design parameters on seismic responses of the FSCW structure. Based on the findings of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) e proposed simplified analysis model of the FSCW structure can be approximately used to capture the nonlinear behavior of the FSCW structure under lateral loading, while having the great advantage of high computational efficiency. Based on the simplified analysis model, seismic responses of the FSCW structure can be obtained by solving numerically the motion equations of the FSCW structure under seismic excitations. (2) Within the parameter values considered in this study, improving the yield force or elastic stiffness of the frame can remarkably mitigate seismic responses of the FSCW structure in terms of the rotation angle of the SC wall. In addition, increasing the initial force of the PT tendon, as well as the yield force or elastic stiffness of the damper, has also a beneficial effect.
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